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Figure 2, Average Fees Charged by Hotels for Smoking Violations
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Research into 5 major hotel flags showed consistent policies on prohibiting marijuana use in hotel

“In keeping with our Breathe Westin® initiative, all guest rooms and public spaces are 100% nonsmoking. A $200 cleaning fee will be charged to any guest who violates the smoking policy.”
 “Marriott is committed to providing its guests and associates with a smoke-free environment, and
is proud to boast one of the most comprehensive smoke-free hotel policies in the industry. Since its
introduction in 2006, the policy has been implemented in more than 2,300 properties throughout
the United States and Canada”
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As the numbers of violations have risen in the past 2 years, so have the fees charged to guests
found to be smoking in their rooms. Reflecting the trend that took place in the average number of weekly
violations, the greatest increases took place with Convention and Resort properties, which have
experienced 25% and 66.7% increases in their respective fees. Following in line were
Boutique/Independent Properties and Business, which experienced smaller modifications, most likely due
to having higher fees prior to 2014 than the two aforementioned categories. Oddly enough, the 3 hotels
contacted within the category that experienced the greatest number of violations per week on average
4 had imposed no changes to its smoking fees since the legalization of marijuana.
(Limited Figure
Service)

Colorado Statewide Hotel Occupancy 2015 by month
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Figure 4, Colorado Statewide Hotel Occupancy 2015 by month
Detection/Documentation
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Impact onforHotels
The methods
and procedures
detecting and documenting

Cleaning/Removal

smoking violations varied from property to property, but ultimately

all of the properties utilized the same procedures for the cleaning and

depended largely on staff members alerting their respective super-

removal of marijuana and tobacco from their guestrooms. Interest-

visors should any in-room smoking be suspected of taking place.

ingly, interviewees reported marijuana smoke being remarkably easy

Since it is such a new issue, none of the hotels had developed any

to remove compared to its cigarette counterpart that tends to have a

marijuana-specific training policies (even those franchised under a

far more ruinous effect on furnishings and upholstery. For occurrences

large brand such as Marriott, Hilton, etc.), though some did express a

of in-room marijuana consumption, properties reported using a va-

keen interest in developing a form of standardized detection training

riety of air cleaning and purification products, ranging from ionators,

for their housekeeping staffs. In terms of documentation, interview-

ozonators, and odor-removing sprays or a combination thereof. All of

ees expressed the critical need to obtain evidence in order to justify

these prove to remove any lingering odors with remarkable effective-

imposing their property’s respective smoking fee on a suspected

ness in a short period of time, usually less than 4 hours.

violator. This often comes in the form of photographic evidence,

Smoking-Related Fees

including pictures of any residual ashes or presence of blunts (oversized marijuana cigarettes) within the rooms. Additionally, a number
of hotels reported making all guests read, review, and sign a waiver
prior to check-in stating that they understand the property’s smoking policy and will be charged accordingly should they deviate from
it. For tracking occurrences of in-room smoking, the vast majority of
establishments reported having no strict method of extensively tracking violations prior to the legalization of marijuana, but have begun to
do so with the increasing number of infractions that have taken place.
These records, though new, will allow hotels to better observe dates
when in-room smoking is more likely to take place, such as concerts,
festivals, 4/20-related events, and beer festivals. (4/20 is a pseudonym
for marijuana.) The hotels can then communicate to their respective

Of all the hotels interviewed across the various categories, nearly

As the numbers of violations have risen in the past 2 years, so
have the fees charged to guests found to be smoking in their rooms.
Reflecting the trend that took place in the average number of weekly
violations, the greatest increases took place with Convention and
Resort properties, which have experienced 25% and 66.7% increases
in their respective fees. Following in line were Boutique/Independent
Properties and Business, which experienced smaller modifications,
most likely due to having higher fees prior to 2014 than the two aforementioned categories. Oddly enough, the 3 hotels contacted within
the category that experienced the greatest number of violations per
week on average (Limited Service) had imposed no changes to its
smoking fees since the legalization of marijuana.

staffs to be on the lookout for potential violations.
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Overall Impact on Hotels
Since the legalization of marijuana at the start of 2014, all of the
hotels in this study have experienced their share of challenges relating to combatting the rising number of in-room smoking violations
that have been taking place at their respective properties. While the
individuals interviewed were not 100% sure of what the future holds
for their establishments, they all agreed that marijuana is playing an
increasingly prominent role in daily operations. While the residual
smoke and odors from the drug are far easier to remove than its tobacco counterparts, in-house marijuana consumption nevertheless
acts as a major hindrance, causing staff to divert their efforts from their
regular (and often times more pressing) job responsibilities. Additionally, many concur that it will be in the best interests of their properties
to explore the development of new training practices and educational
measures that will improve the detection, documentation and management of any and all potential violators before they become unruly.

Analysis of Dilemma
This case study has opportunities for further research and discussion from several perspectives. Depending on the level of education,
this case study is suitable for an undergraduate or graduate program.
This case deals with Federal government policies, state government
policies, public health issues, tourism, hotel policies, tax revenue, and a
multitude of laws and regulations. It also examines the frequency a hotel needs to refresh a room to bring it back to “non-smoking status”, and
examines hard and soft costs including the need to launder draperies,
linens, chairs and other smoke-affected furniture, as well as rooms being
taken out of inventory. When analyzed from the hotel category perspective, these fees range in costs. Most of these management issues relate
to the sale of marijuana and demonstrate a direct link from the passage
of the legalization of marijuana to current hotel operations.
Specific dilemmas for hotel operations include:
•

Communicating hotel policy in regard to marijuana laws

•

Maintaining integrity of a “non-smoking” environment

•

Public relations issues with out-of-state visitors who may have
a lack of information

•

Are certain groups prone to not visit due to legalized marijuana
laws?
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